





On Not Doing for England’s Bard what he did for Ireland’s Bards: Samuel Ferguson’s Shakespearean Breviates


The name of the Irish poet, man of letters, barrister, translator, antiquarian and mythologist, Sir Samuel Ferguson (1810-86), is familiar to scholars of nineteenth-century Irish culture. But Ferguson is unknown to Shakespeare scholars. That needs to be addressed because one Shakespeare-inspired work by Ferguson offers unique insights into aspects of the period’s engagement with Shakespeare as well as into Ferguson himself. Ferguson’s Dublin-published book of 1882, Shakespearean Breviates, seems, at first, to be a playful work. In 1879 the critic Edward Dowden (1843-1913) wrote to the writer and critic James Ashcroft Noble (1844-96) in a jaunty tone. “This week is one of dissipation with me,” Dowden asserts. The “dissipation” turns out to involve “an evening at Sir Sam[ue]l Ferguson’s” (Dowden. 1914. 137). Lady Mary Ferguson in her quasi-hagiographical account of her husband’s life, Sir Samuel Ferguson in the Ireland of His Day describes this so-called culture of dissipation: evenings devoted to Shakespeare. Lady Ferguson remembers the North Great George Street House as a place “of friendliness and of literary culture,” where the Fergusons facilitated “intercourse unconstrained and agreeable” (M. Ferguson, i. 200). The devoted wife was very well-disposed towards a lasting legacy of the Fergusons’ hospitality: their direct engagement with the plays of Shakespeare. 

Lady Mary proudly recalls the nickname of their house: “The Ferguson Arms” (i. 199). The home, here, is seen as a sort of free house for educated people of nineteenth-century Dublin; figuratively, guests are embraced by the “Arms” of the house. Shakespeare in particular facilitates this symbolically tactile gathering of friends: “Few of the social reunions in Dublin were more agreeable than those for the study of Shakespeare”, Lady Mary insists (i. 200). The writer and educationalist Reverend Robert Perceval Graves (1846-1931) is given due credit by Lady Mary for being a vital part of the Fergusons’ Shakespeare evenings. In a sonnet about Lady Mary, Graves writes about the couple as a unit, praising their concentrated passion for “Bardic lay” and “Ogham stone” and other forms of historical culture:

	In all things she was Partner of his Mind;
	          Felt with him as a Poet, with her own
	His joy in Shakespeare matched.​[1]​ 


Graves’ slightly eccentric capitalisation of certain words connects the laudatory nouns “Partner” and “Poet”. It suggests, subliminally, that Ferguson’s disposition as a poet was shared and maybe even enabled by Lady Mary. Additionally, Ferguson’s identity as a poet seems inextricably linked to a passion for Shakespeare – a passion shared with Mary. The couple are decorated with Shakespeare. England’s Bard facilitates a meeting of these Irish minds and bodies. 

It is intriguing that Ferguson is justly renowned for being a translator of the “Bardic lay” and for striving to understand the complexities of ancient Ogham monuments but is unheralded as a Shakespearean. There was a promising-sounding discussion at the Royal Irish Academy in 1987 about Ferguson’s debt to Shakespeare (particularly concerning the obvious influence of Macbeth on Conary), but this has not been built upon (Brown. 73-4). Ferguson’s reputation has been bolstered or diminished by many different agendas after his death. Some have recruited him as being most noteworthy for celebrating Ireland’s indigenous, independent literature.​[2]​ Some have seen him as being a defining originator of an authentic Anglo-Irish discourse.​[3]​ Some have chosen to interpret his life’s work as being a sort of plea for reconciliation between the island’s competing tribes.​[4]​ And some seem now keen to depict him as being an Ulster-Scot who anticipates partition, someone who saw the North as being Other from the rest of the island.​[5]​ But, as yet, no-one has seen Ferguson as a Shakespearean appropriator of note. Obviously, Shakespeare has not needed the sort of championing that the largely anonymous early modern Irish bards needed. So, in championing Shakespeare Ferguson may seem to be doing needless work. Also, as Shakespeare was long established as a cultural icon who was at once synonymous with English nationalism but also with a transcendent, extra-national universalism, Ferguson does not obviously seem to be staking any political claim in addressing the plays – but hints at political anxiety are evident in the most substantial product of the Fergusons’ Shakespearean fixation: the very literally and explicatory titled 1882 publication, Shakespearean Breviates: An Adjustment of Twenty-Four of the Longer Plays of Shakespeare to Convenient Reading Limits.​[6]​ This text tells us a lot about Ferguson’s attitude towards Shakespeare and about Shakespearean reception in nineteenth-century Ireland. For the Breviates deliver not just a quirky record of Victorian Dublin, but a serious effort by Ferguson to convey to us a very considered and stealthily irreverent assertion of what Shakespeare means to him. He does not do for England’s Bard when he did for Ireland’s bards because England’s Bard needs no favours – and Shakespeare does not receive any favours from a confident Ferguson. Ferguson is using Shakespeare to tell us about Ferguson.        

The immediate purpose of this essay is to offer the first serious analysis of Samuel Ferguson’s Shakespearean Breviates as a text. The existence of the book is well known as an item if not as a text – as a sort of souvenir of the social nights in the “Ferguson Arms.” Peter Denman, for example, does the text a bit of a disservice by regarding “its main interest” being merely “the sidelight which it affords on the social activities of ascendancy Dublin in the later Victorian age” (169). Denman usefully acknowledges the Breviates’ role as a historical document but does not engage with it as a serious meeting of Shakespeare and Ferguson.​[7]​ I insist that this text deserves study for its internal nuances as well as for what Denman identifies as its external usefulness as a relic or souvenir. First, I describe the nature of the book as a project and as a material item. I go beyond a summary of its apparent quirkiness and rarity to contextualise Ferguson’s project within and to differentiate it from the nineteenth-century’s squeamishness about unabridged, uncensored Shakespeare. This is enabled through a detailed engagement with the opening poem that continues throughout this essay. The poem works not only as a summary of Ferguson’s project but also as a very particular reading of Shakespeare: from this poem, I argue, we can learn much about Ferguson’s tastes through his assertive response to Shakespeare. Along the way I examine aspects of some of the abbreviated plays that Ferguson offers - pointing out that what Ferguson omits from the plays is as culturally significant as what he includes or re-writes. Ultimately, I will argue that a serious effort to engage with Shakespearean Breviates will complicate our understanding of an internationalised Ferguson: at the very least, a critical examination of this singular text will show us that Ferguson was no passive worshipper of Shakespeare in a glorious past – a Bardolator – but someone who engaged with Shakespeare in order to energise the cultural present. Neither fully Shakespearean nor fully Fergusonian, Shakespearean Breviates is a product of no mere Victorian party game but a legacy of a meeting of minds: the minds of an English dramatist and an Irish polymath.  

Shakespearean Breviates is a rare book. Only one edition appeared; there were no further issues or impressions. Cheap, robot-generated reprints notwithstanding, the text has never appeared in print again.​[8]​ As far as I can tell there has been no Internet sale of an original copy at least in the last three years; few libraries hold a copy. The copy in the University of Ulster Library is part of the splendid collection bequeathed by John Hewitt – this particular copy is signed by Ferguson who apparently gave it to a friend at Edinburgh University.  The book is a small octavo featuring over eighty pages of abridged Shakespeare and a cumbersome, small-font, sixteen-page advertisement at the back for the publisher’s “Educational Works.” Fitting snugly in the hands, the volume would be easy to hold and would not be a physical burden for the person who might read aloud from it at a Dublin social gathering. The inclusion of the advertisement for “Educational works” suggests that the publisher saw Ferguson’s work as being high-minded and/or informative rather than leisure-orientated. There is a dedicatory poem, which works to explain the project and then the reformulated plays themselves are laid out. Each of the twenty-four plays receives a dedicated few pages. It is vital that the volume can fit in one hand because the reader must also have access to a full copy of Shakespeare’s works – Ferguson’s text does not replace Shakespeare’s text. Indeed, Ferguson allows himself to fantasise about a large-scale text in which all of Shakespeare’s plays would appear in full – minus the expurgated bits but including Ferguson’s linking passages printed in “red” (his stress) as they “blush” in the company of Shakespeare (ix). Such a project would have been over-ambitious as well as idiosyncratic – it would hardly have challenged the ubiquitous dominance of the Victorian Globe edition of Shakespeare. This dreamt-of edition may join R.B. McKerrow’s as being a great edition of Shakespeare that never appeared.​[9]​ Idiosyncratic enough as it stands, the Breviates is at least plausible as a publication and modest in size. It is in this fantasy edition that we can most easily imagine Shakespeare’s words mingling with Ferguson’s own. The pages devoted to each individual play include instructions about which passages to omit with some linking passages. To assume that the work is entirely high-minded is to pass over the irreverent tone of the introductory poem – in this poem the insouciance with which Ferguson addresses Shakespeare’s canon is quite clear. The opening poem is described by Ferguson as an “Epistle Dedicatory” (vii). The dedication is to a predictable individual: Reverend Robert Perceval Graves. It is written, like all of the linking passages for the plays, in the very Shakespearean medium of iambic pentameter. The rhyme scheme consists of rhyming couplets – an aesthetic more familiar from the more-ornate, “poetic” Shakespearean works such as Richard II. Shakespeare, of course, usually writes in blank verse, so in using only a slightly Shakespearean rhyme scheme Ferguson is, I think, immediately asserting that his work will be only slightly reverent towards Shakespeare. The eighty-two line poem is remarkable because it covers so much ground: it alludes to the social evenings at the Fergusons’ house; it addresses the difficulties with the length of Shakespeare plays; it concedes that Shakespeare belongs in the theatre as well as on the page; and it touches on some issues about literary taste. And it manages to mention many plays without degenerating into an itemisation. Ferguson has had to take stock of thirty-seven plays. In his preliminary poem he addresses many plays directly by name and many with pointed critical asides (the thirty-six Folio plays and Pericles; The Two Noble Kinsmen and Edward III were not considered to be part of the Shakespearean canon by Ferguson’s contemporaries). Ferguson manages to pack a lot of sometimes irreverent opinion into what would be a mere list if a lesser poet was writing the poem. 
The poem begins with a fairly conventional tribute to the “brightest burns” of Graves. Ferguson praises the nuances of his friend’s spoken voice:

	Whose voice, interpretive of every shade
	Of thought and feeling, has so often made,
	In Shakespeare Readings ’mongst our joint compeers,
	Dublin delightful, these last twenty years (vii).

It is striking that Graves is lauded not just for a cerebral understanding of Shakespeare but for his performative engagement. He colours his readings with intellect and emotion. And he has done so in a consistent way. Ferguson stresses the continuity of Graves’ contribution to Shakespeare evenings. It is alarming that a committed reading of Shakespeare has made “Dublin delightful” for two decades – it does seem bardolatrous to suggest that life cannot be delightful without Shakespeare. But the rhymes suggest contemporary creativity rather than passive Shakespeare-worship. “Shade” is a word used to praise the myriad nuances of Graves’ speaking voice – it is connected through rhyme to the word “made”, a stressed monosyllable that implies a productive creativity that develops during these readings. The phrases “joint compeers” and “twenty years” are linked not just through their full-rhyme but through the strident “t” sounds of “joint” and “twenty”. The friends are part of a collective – “compeers” is an archaic-sounding word for peers or associates. There is a meeting of equals. They are like a Roman legion or a troupe of strolling players who have gelled over many years: longevity has cemented bonding as well as impressive creativity. If the players are all equal, then they all must share the qualities attributed to Graves. 
	Ferguson goes on at some length to discuss the simple practical problems that Shakespeare poses for reading. He asserts that it takes three hours to read a Shakespeare play. A reading that lasts two hours causes “danger in the air of longer winks” (vii). So, full-length Shakespeare can put people to sleep. Ferguson delivers his first hint at irreverence here: he tells us that “I’ve been bold” to cut the plays to a two-hour reading limit (vii). The simple monosyllables of Ferguson’s “bold” assertion convey an unapologetic brusqueness: cutting Shakespeare is no delicate nibble but a broad-brush and rather ruthless chomp. Seemingly modestly, perhaps even diffidently, Ferguson also points out that he has written some interlinking material to allow the plays’ narratives to flow without being rendered utterly inchoate by the wholesale removal of scenes. But as I will argue with reference to The Winter’s Tale and Henry V, these interlinking passages can be critically assertive and vituperative in tone. It is important at this stage to stress that when it comes to cutting Ferguson takes a macroeditorial approach to Shakespeare’s plays: he does not edit on a line-by-line bases but really ferociously removes roots and branches. To cut so much away from Shakespeare – to effectively assert that much of the work is dispensable or unfit for at least this particular purpose is, surely, inherently iconoclastic. It is even more iconoclastic to dispense with some plays altogether. The reasons for omitting four of the plays are prosaic: Ferguson claims that The Tempest, The Comedy of Errors, A Midsummer Night’s Dream and The Two Gentlemen of Verona are “Already short enough” for a two-hour reading (vii). Ferguson’s Shakespeare selection deletes these romantic comedies – a colonial interpretation of The Tempest in the context of Ireland may be irresistible to us, but, generically, it is legitimate for Ferguson to hint that it is a romantic comedy because it ends with heterosexual amorous union in the same way the other three plays do. Ferguson effectively orders us to go and find that out for ourselves without any assistance from him. We may think that we would like more than two hours to listen to The Comedy of Errors because of the complexities of its confusions-generating plot – but Ferguson, beginning to sound both authoritative and authoritarian, tells us that two hours will suffice. He simultaneously deprives his reader of a shortened text of these four plays and dictates to us how long we should take to privately perform these plays in our own time. So, even when excluding these plays he is asserting opinions about their functionality.     
The exclusion of some other plays is more loaded – and more Victorian. Six plays are excluded simply because they are indelicate. These are plays that:

	Yet deal in subjects I may well assume
	Our tastes, to-day, forbid the Drawing-room (viii). 

Significantly, Ferguson does not condemn the public performance of such plays: he argues that seeing such sexually frank plays on stage moves an audience to “Delight and pity” in a way not possible in indoors reading (viii). The argument is, I think, that seeing a public performance generates empathy for the travails of flawed characters whereas hearing a private performance allows a more fixed concentration on the plays’ sexuality. Ferguson even compares the public performance of Shakespeare to the itemising of sins made by preachers in the pulpit. Professional actors can mention things that are unmentionable in a polite house in the same way that a qualified clergyman can mention sins in church that are unmentionable in the home. The awkwardness of this claim about public Shakespeare is articulated though the hissing sibilance of this clause:

				The Moving Scene no less
		Absorbs an audience’s self-consciousness (viii).

Being moved emotionally by actors is like being moved by an oratorically impressive clergyman. In a large collective we can hear about the temptations of the flesh in a spiritually productive way, but in the home we would be embarrassed because we would have proximity in an enclosed space (“the Drawing-room”) to the words of lust and sin. The six plays that are excluded for this reason are all named – five of them receive brief yet affecting remarks. It is “with a fond alas” that Othello is removed; Ferguson does not enjoy banishing this tragedy (viii). It is important to note that Ferguson condemns neither the play nor Shakespeare. Othello has its merits, but it is just not suitable for this sort of use – reading aloud in a social yet basically private context. This sets Ferguson apart from other nineteenth-century abridgers of Shakespeare.
Thomas and Henrietta Maria Bowdler are, of course, synonymous with the nineteenth-century propensity for expurgation of Shakespeare; obviously more commercially successful than anything Ferguson ever attempted, the Bowdlers’ expurgated Shakespeare went through thirty editions in seventy years (Taylor. 208). But other editors “bowdlerised” Shakespeare too. Later in the century Lewis Carroll started, but failed to complete, an edition of Shakespeare that would be “one for girls”; and the Secretary of the Working Men’s College in London produced one suitable for the delicate mind of the Victorian working-class male (Perrin, 104-5). In America, in 1849, John W. S. Hows of Columbia produced A Collection of The Most Approved Plays of Shakespeare, Carefully Revised. By Revised, Hows means, of course, expurgated. The purpose of Hows shares some limited common ground with Ferguson’s project. In the “Preface” to a later edition of his work, Hows tells us that “Shakespeare, in the original, is effectually, banished from our Schools, and modern refinement is fast banishing him from the Home Reading Circle” (ix).​[10]​ Shakespeare is like an exiled rogue who can reach absolution and acceptability through the correcting hand of the stern editor; he can be brought into the home but only if changed wholesale. Unabridged Shakespeare cannot be read at home in company because it is too coarse – Hows is not worried about length, just decorum. Hows goes on to deliver a summary of the usefulness of his product: “Such a carefully expurgated text … can be used for reading aloud in the most refined and pure-minded family or Social Circle” (x). We are reminded, surely, of the “Ferguson Arms” here. Maybe Ferguson could have used Hows’ Shakespeare and not bothered with his own, presumably unlucrative, abridgement of Shakespeare? But the “Ferguson Arms” was a place of irreverent humour as well as a place of “refined and pure-minded” Shakespeare. As Dowden’s letter tells us, literature could be fun at Ferguson’s house: Hows seems to offer no sense of fun. And unlike Hows, Ferguson does not condemn the bits of Shakespeare that he bars from this particular project. Gary Taylor has written eloquently about the way in which “The nineteenth century sawed Shakespeare in two. The childlike Shakespeare of [Charles and Mary] Lamb and Bowdler emphasized, by contrast, the dangerous sexual adult of the unexpurgated texts” (210). Deleting the naughty stuff paradoxically draws attention to it, Taylor asserts. Taylor’s comparison of the Shakespeare canon to a Victorian woman is less tasteful but pointed – he refers to the “pure head above, [and the] dark whore below” (210). But the point is well made: there was nice Shakespeare and there was unmentionable Shakespeare. Ferguson suggests that Othello is fit for the public stage, if not for the “Drawing-room.” But Ferguson is sad to categorise Othello in this way: he does not condemn Shakespeare’s “dangerous sexual adult.” Unlike Hows, who deletes acts 4 and 5 entirely, he parks the play for another day rather than neutering it. Crucially, Hows closes down the possibility of engaging with the full Othello – he presents his edition as definitive, all that the modern family will need. Ferguson simply states that his edition serves one specific purpose. Bowdler evidently worried about Othello more then even Hows. He takes out many of the play’s lines (taking a microeditorial approach rather than macrotextually deleting whole acts) but still worries that it is all too risqué for his readers: he tells us in an 1827 edition that “If after all I have omitted … [the play] is not sufficiently correct for family reading, I would advise the transferring of it from the parlour to the cabinet” (viii. 379)  The difference between Ferguson and Bowdler is that the latter sees Othello as a sort of dangerous object, something to be locked away in a “cabinet” of sin. Unlike Ferguson, there is no luminous passion for the play – it is a potentially scabrous totem of depravity. Although Bowdler does call the play “inimitable” there is no praise intended. Ferguson, with a few simple words, hints at a fondness for uncensored Shakespeare even though it is not suitable for Shakespearean Breviates. Bowdler frets about even a heavily censored Othello. Whereas Bowdler wants to suppress the dark adult of Shakespeare and to put it in its non-serviceable place, the “cabinet”, Ferguson seeks merely to put it in its right, serviceable place, “the [public] stage.” 

In his brief remarks about the other plays Ferguson again hints at a fondness for the dark underbelly of the plays he must exclude. He does not mention Measure for Measure by name, but privileges the vicissitudes of one character: “noble Isabella’s part I pass” (viii). It is easy to surmise why Ferguson seeks to eliminate the play from tasteful parlour performance – the plot primarily concerns sexual blackmail. But it is significant that Ferguson lauds the virtues of the “noble” Isabella. There seems to be a tinge of regret here because he is conscious that he is dumping not the arrogant sexual criminality of Angelo (or the low-life financial corruption of the spiv-like Lucio). In dispensing with Measure for Measure he is dispensing not just with Shakespeare’s immersion in earthly sin but with what Victorians might think of as the female character’s transcendent humanity as encapsulated in her steadfast chastity. Bowdler and Hows seek to throw out the Shakespearean bath water; Ferguson knows that he is throwing out the Shakespearean baby. This underlines just what a substantial and self-conscious enterprise Shakespearean Breviates is. Ferguson feels pain as he excludes plays with such brutality: he almost lambasts his own roughness as he describes how he must “banish” All’s Well That Ends Well (viii). Again, Ferguson betrays fondness for a Shakespearean heroine, telling us that he has “enough to do / To part from Helena” (viii). In this dedicatory poem, then, Ferguson presents himself actually as something of a romantic (with a lower-case “r”). Quietly lyrical, Ferguson figuratively pursues relationships with these female characters. It hurts to “part” from Helena. Excluding them from this project is, in Ferguson’s playful formulation, a wrench and even something of a tragedy. Bowdler nor Hows would never express such affection for Shakespearean characters. There is some ambiguity as Ferguson wraps up this round of deletions by telling us that he must also dispense with “Prince Pericles and wanton Cressida“ (viii)”. It is unclear in the case of the latter proper noun as to whether Ferguson is referring precisely to the play or to the character. I think that he is referring to the character because the leading male character is singled out as a “Prince”. If so, Ferguson is condemning a female character (a female character whose wantonness hardly compares with that of other, more obviously demonised Shakespearean anti-heroines such as Tamora or the Queen in Cymbeline). Again, Ferguson is treating the characters as real people who are to be praised or excoriated. Rejecting these Shakespearean women is personal business for him. 

Ferguson is more overtly humorous and self-deprecating when as he regrets the omission of one particular comedy:
	
                         And, while respect with inclination strives,
                         I pinch my Breviates of the Merry Wives (viii).

The editor/abridger claims an internal struggle of the soul: competing agendas conflict as he wonders whether or not to include “the Merry Wives.” His abbreviated title suggests that his favoured characters are the wives themselves – there is no mention of the priapic buffoon, Falstaff. It is the chaste, smart women who will be missed by Ferguson. He is basically acknowledging that his Breviates suffers from having this particular play stolen (“pinched”) from it. The word “pinch” may even hint at a sexual playfulness that is familiar in productions of Shakespeare’s low, prose-dominated sex-comedy (Partridge. 207). But there can be no pinching in the “Ferguson Arms”. Despite evident fondness for the sexually knowing women they must be “banished” in company with their play (viii). And, anyway, the lustful Cressida and the worldly-wise Mistresses Page and Ford can be engaged with in another context. Threatening to the confidence of well-behaving and badly-behaving nineteenth-century males as they are, Cressida, Page and Ford should, like other inhabitants of “dangerous sexual adult” Shakespeare, not be suppressed, just enjoyed in other, more appropriate contexts. Ferguson also takes care to separate The Merry Wives of Windsor from Pericles and Troilus and Cressida in terms of genre. He clearly sees The Merry Wives as a comedy and the other two plays as being histories or tragedies – both plays are now generally thought of as problem plays. Ferguson’s sense of visceral pleasure in public Shakespeare is illustrated by some strikingly casual language: he writes of The Merry Wives being “parted by a wide ha-ha” from the other two (viii). “Ha-ha” refers, of course, to a landscape feature that is designed to deter stray livestock by providing a barrier without ruining a view. But the playful-sounding tone of “ha-ha” is obviously suggestive of laughter too.​[11]​ The implication seems to be that laughing at bawdy sex comedies is agreeable; he does not condemn low laughter. It is efficacious to laugh out loud, to have a “ha-ha”; the witty, laughter-inducing wives are excluded from the Breviates only with some melancholy. The tone is almost elegiac. Again here, the adult underbelly of Shakespeare is dispatched with ireful regret. 

Sometimes Ferguson looks for fun in Shakespeare but fails to find it. With an immense lack of Bard-worship, Ferguson simply excludes three plays because they are not enjoyable enough. He only pretends to be diffident about rejecting some of Shakespeare’s plays: “with reverence be it said” that they are “Too dull for reading” (viii).” There is nothing “reverent” about dismissing one-twelfth of the most-celebrated English author’s canon as “Too dull.” Titus Andronicus is excluded because of its self-evident “butchery and lust” – the harsh, meaty consonance of those words connects the play’s late-Roman male-to-male violence with sexual violence against women (viii). So, even in a couple of words Ferguson poetically offers a simple yet telling interpretation of the play: the play is about violence perpetrated against women. Although not a play to be read out at North Great George Street, the play is clearly worthy of study by a sensitive adult – otherwise, how could Ferguson have come to such an opinion? The dullness comes through repetition – not through a moral or thematic failing by Shakespeare. This hints at Ferguson’s critical confidence. Seemingly diffident and wan, he is in fact utterly confident about his right to decide whether or not certain of Shakespeare’s plays cut the mustard as sheer entertainment. The dismissal of Love’s Labour’s Lost is much more overtly cheeky. This play “must” be excluded because it is as “trifling as the euphuistic art / It caricatures ” (viii). This is cheeky because Ferguson is more-or-less accusing Shakespeare of being hoisted by his own petard: the play satirises long-winded, highfalutin, self-congratulating waffle but ends up becoming long-winded, highfalutin, self-congratulatory waffle itself. It is simply not fun. To suggest that Shakespeare is at times is too dull to enjoy is in itself iconoclastic – this encapsulates Ferguson’s sense that Shakespeare must be enjoyed. He expresses a related opinion about The Taming of the Shrew. Singularly, he suggests that the framing Induction is more enjoyable than the play itself: “The Prologue [is] better than the Piece” (viii). The joke played on Christopher Sly, the only character from this play to be named by Ferguson, is high-quality drama, but the rest of the play is not. One could dump the Induction to get the play down to two-hours. But Ferguson does not want to do that: “Who lists may read the Taming of the Shrew” (viii). It is useful to note again here that Ferguson does not arrogantly assert that his small edition of Shakespeare is a comprehensive summation of Shakespeare but a heavily personalised and even idiosyncratic miscellany. Unlike Bowdler and Hows, Ferguson does not want to suppress others’ engagement with Shakespeare – if you want to read the story of Petruchio and Kate you can if you “list.” Other reading groups and associations of friends are not to be discouraged from doing things their way – Ferguson is at once self-confident and non-dictatorial about which Shakespeare is appropriate for the “Drawing-room.” 

At this point in the poem Ferguson takes stock, noting that he has dismissed thirteen plays. Twenty-four remain from the thirty-seven plays recognised by Ferguson as Shakespearean. More regret is expressed at the decision to exclude some of the comedies. Only five are left: As You Like It, The Merchant of Venice, Much Ado About Nothing, Twelfth Night and The Winter’s Tale – “we’d wish them more” (viii). Again, it is striking here how much Ferguson seems in this poem to obliquely tell us that he loves the feel-good fun of a Shakespearean comedy. A hard-nosed critic might complain that if Ferguson misses these plays so much then he should not exclude them from his Breviates. But to do that would be as pointless as lambasting John Heminges and Henry Condell for not including Pericles in the 1623 Folio. Ferguson made his decisions and we must accept them: he has been the first to acknowledge that his decisions have been highly individualised and not definitive. When presenting this shortened version of The Winter’s Tale – or A Winter’s Tale as he calls it – Ferguson shows his ruthless boldness in both cutting Shakespeare and using his interlinking passages to champion one interpretation of the play. It is not stated explicitly who should read these interlinking passages in any reading – but whoever reads it speaks with authority because they contain clear authority in terms of delivering summary of missing scenes and in terms of strong critical response. Given the personal and distinctive nature of the assertions sometimes made in these passages we must assume that in Ferguson’s reading group Ferguson himself took on the duty of playing his own multi-faceted part – that of editor, abridger, re-writer and authorial collaborator, summariser, Prologue, Chorus, Epilogue, director and generally dominant leader. In what is one of his simplest programmes, Ferguson tells his reading group to totally omit the first three acts of The Winter’s Tale, to read out his four-page verse narrative instead and to then simply read through acts 4 and 5. In his passage, Ferguson makes some opinions about the play very clear: Leontes is an unambiguous villain. There is no sympathy for the Sicilian king at all; no credence is given to the suggestion that the lingering King of Bohemia’s behaviour is suspicious or excessively presumptuous. In Shakespeare’s original play there is no doubt about Hermione’s fidelity, but in performance her lengthy proximity to Polixines is sufficient to provoke personal and political disquiet for Leontes. Ferguson denies us the chance to comprehend this crucial aspect of the play. According to Ferguson:

                      Noble and upright is the guest: and she
                      Kind, gracious, pleasing as a Queen should be (15).

Many laudatory adjectives are needed to praise Ferguson’s version of the Hermione whose calm demeanour contrasts with the “tyrant rage” attributed to Leontes (16). These words by the editor/amender are obviously manipulative – they must influence the way in which the subsequent, actual Shakespearean speeches are read out. The person reading out Leontes’ part is bound to feel pressured to stress the intemperateness of Leontes and to gloss over his hyper-sensitivity and sense of personal and political betrayal. Ferguson goes on to celebrate the women of the play more explicitly, praising Paulina who is “fearless as a woman” in “injured woman’s cause (viii).” Women stand up for each other in the simplified Shakespearean world constructed by Ferguson. Titus Andronicus is a brutal, butchery-based tragedy because of the violence done against women but in the optimistic comedy world of The Winter’s Tale there is a heroines’ union where women depicted as immaculate in Elizabethan and Victorian terms are protected against unrounded thugs like Leontes. Shakespeare never contrives to give prefatory or interlinking passages that instruct the audience to unambiguously react to particular characters in particular ways. So we can here see the audacity of Ferguson in effectively dictating an interpretation of the play onto us. His reading of the play is, simply, that it is a play about an irrational man’s attack on womanhood – a womanhood that is celebrated repeatedly by Ferguson’s sentimentalised response to Shakespeare’s heroines.

A reading-scheme for each of these five comedies is provided as there is for nine histories: King John and the two Henriads. Ferguson suggests that if we read the history plays then we “will know old England at her best” (viii). This is intriguingly ambiguous. Does this mean that a student of ancient England will be best-equipped to understand England’s mythical past through the spirit of these “lofty buskin dressed” plays? Or does it mean that England, gendered as female, was at its best during the periods when the plays were set? Has England once been a dynamic young maiden now fallen to the status of a sullied old woman? Is Ferguson suggesting a hint of eccentric nostalgia for a vision of a pre-Tudor England? Gregory A. Schirmer has suggested that Ferguson immersed himself in the translation of “stories of Ireland’s legendary heroes … in part because they seemed so remote from the political and cultural pressures of the day” (113). Can it be suggested that Ferguson uses the Shakespearean histories for equally escapist reasons? Given the body count and the fissured state of England as represented in the plays it is hard to think that Ferguson believes that England was at “her best” during John’s troubled reign or during The Wars of the Roses. But, at least, the consistency between Ferguson’s investment in the letters of an ancient Ireland and investment in a Bard-facilitated crucible of an ancient England should be noted. However, Ferguson has harsh words to say about one aspect of Henry V: the “Four Captains” scene of act 3, scene 2. Captain Macmorris appears in the original as a quintessential, slurring stage-Irishman: disdainful of both England and Ireland, his unapologetically mercenary attitude is crucial in balancing the play’s competing strand of bombastic English chauvinism. But Ferguson countenances no such balancing. For him Shakespeare’s depiction of a Welshman is tolerable – but the depictions of the Scottishman and the Irishman are not. Shakespeare’s “Four Captains” scene is not to be read aloud because:

                          Pass on: Fluellen we may not despise;
                          The hot pragmatic Welshman’s brave and wise:	
                          But, for Macmorish and the Jamy Scot,
                          Mere caricatures they are, and dull, God wot:
                          Nor love we, here in Dublin, over much,
                          Even Shakespeare’s scorns of Irish and of Scotch (31).

Here we have Ferguson not just responding to Shakespeare but vituperatively rejecting aspects of his stagecraft. Stoked by patriotism, Ferguson cannot tolerate the stage-Irishman. But he cannot tolerate the stage-Scottishman either. Protecting the honour of the Scottish is as important as protecting the honour of the Irish. In these few lines of re-written Shakespeare, then, Ferguson asserts his Scottish-Irish pride: Shakespeare presents an opportunity for a sort of Celtic resistance, a pan-Irish and Scottish rebuttal of English condescension. Such condescension must be challenged, not accepted – “even” if Shakespeare himself is the perpetrator.  
Ferguson simply states that nine tragedies will be included in his text: the four Roman and Greek tragedies, Coriolanus, Julius Caesar, Antony and Cleopatra and Timon of Athens are included grouped together, followed by Romeo and Juliet, Hamlet, Macbeth and King Lear. Othello, of course, is conspicuous through its absence. Ferguson’s edit of Macbeth is augmented with an astonishing attack on then-contemporary England. Having led us through the assassination of Duncan and the immediate political fallout, Ferguson accounts for the movements of the exiles from Macbeth’s tyranny:

                          Macduff and Malcolm at the English Court,
                          Poor refugees, in hospitable sort
                          Received, as still was England’s wont, attend 
                          The aids their generous entertainers lend (74). 

The English leaders are praised for their hospitality – this contrasts, of course, with the perversion of hospitality shown by the Macbeths to Duncan and is also reminiscent of the discourse of hospitality emanating from various reports about the “Ferguson Arms.” But it was “England’s wont” in the past to offer such generosity. England’s leaders were generous in the distant medieval past as depicted in Shakespeare – this is oddly consistent with the idea of “England at her best” that Ferguson sees in the History plays. The implication is that in the eleventh-century as depicted in Macbeth it “still was England’s wont” to offer assistance to Celtic men in trouble – but not subsequently. It is a remarkably generalised and even spiteful remark to make about the modern English. And it reveals the influence of post-Famine, Home Rule-controversy time and place on Ferguson’s response to Shakespeare: when Ferguson meets Shakespeare there will be no praise for England. From Ferguson England’s Bard inspires not Bardolatry but rather a sweeping, forceful and scathing attack on modern England. It reads like Irish nationalism at its most callously anti-English crudeness.

The treatment of Cymbeline as a tragedy is fascinating in terms of genre – not least because Ferguson accounts for it with such awkwardness. The volume of abbreviated texts includes:
                  
                        Nine Tragedies; and one that shares the Scene,
                        Part tragic, part non-tragic, Cymbeline (viii).

This is awkward because there are only eight tragedies included in the contents. Ferguson has got his sums slightly wrong – but is he half-minded to include Cymbeline in this list? If so, why does he refer to the “Nine Tragedies; and … Cymbeline” (my emphasis). With all of the other plays Ferguson has glossed over generic difficulties; for example, he does not worry about The Merchant of Venice’s problematic comedy status. There is one obvious solution to the difficulty of categorising Cymbeline – to call it neither a tragedy or a comedy, but a romance. Edward Dowden had pioneered the description of Cymbeline and other late plays as “romances” in a high-profile way just some years before the appearance of Shakespearean Breviates. Ferguson must have been aware of Dowden’s seminal, much re-issued 1877 textbook, Shakspere, in which the suggestion was made (56-7). Andrew Murphy has argued for the ambitiousness of Dowden’s effective re-organisation of the Shakespearean canon through this novel means of grouping the late plays (132). Bearing in mind the distinctiveness of Dowden’s suggestion, it seems plausible that Ferguson here deliberately denies Dowden’s influence on the Shakespeare canon by refusing to follow his friend’s provocative, new generic categorisation. The treatment of Cymbeline is also fascinating because thanks to Mary Ferguson we have a full cast-list for the play as it was read in its abbreviated form on January 19, 1869 (M. Ferguson. i. 201). Graves read the part of Posthumus while Dowden had to make do with the role of Arviragus. The younger son of Cymbeline, Arviragus spends much of the play in rather silent disguise. It is striking that for this reading at least, Dowden, the loudest and most renowned (and, I think, only professional) Shakespearean scholar present, is relegated to a minor role. Disguised in the fictional world of the abbreviated play, Dowden is also disguised as a minor Shakespearean. We do not have access to other cast lists. For all we know Dowden could have more usually delivered the speeches of leading roles such as Hamlet and Macbeth. But in Cymbeline at least it is clear to us that Dowden has been relatively marginalised. Ferguson may be cheekily commenting on the primacy of Shakespeare as entertainment over Shakespeare as academic study. Here, not even allowed to call Cymbeline a “Romance”, Dowden’s scholarship is largely irrelevant. In the land of Ferguson’s Breviates, he is just another player – a “compeer” indeed. As one modern performer has argued somewhat over-zealously, any performer is “only a piece of Plasticine being pummelled around by a director or conductor (Allen. 23). While I’m sure that Professor Dowden was not pummelled by anyone it is pleasant to imagine him having to work as an actor/reader under Ferguson as director/organiser/abridger. 

Dowden, professionally, feels obliged in his criticism to construct the full, authentic Shakespeare. But, Ferguson, liberated in his Breviates, can give us an amended Shakespeare that suits him. It is a celebration of the freedoms enjoyed by the creative artist over the scholar who must strive for accuracy and access to the notional concept of authentic Shakespeare. Unlike Dowden, Ferguson does not need to strive for the holy grail of the real Shakespeare. He can insert his own preoccupations, his own egotistical concerns into Shakespeare’s canon. He states this with an only superficially humble tone in his directions for Cymbeline. As with The Winter’s Tale, massive cuts are made to the opening. Instead of the first two acts we get an introductory and summarising five pages of verse by Ferguson. With mock self-effacement, in a purple-patch that seems to come from nowhere, Ferguson pretends to apologise for interpolating his verse into that of Shakespeare:

                        Oh! Mighty genius who with magic pen
                        Can lead us thus at large through hearts of men,          
                        And make us, as each fresh illusion’s wrought,
                        Blameless partakers in all human thought,
                        Forgive the hand, that, having dared intrude
                        This patch on thy majestic magnitude,
                        Withdraws abashed (84).   

This claim of embarrassment recalls the “redness” mentioned in the opening poem when Ferguson imagined a full-scale edition of Shakespeare that would incorporate Ferguson’s interlinking passages in red ink. But here the redness seems like the redness of sexual satisfaction as much as embarrassment; now “abashed” the “hand” of the modern writer “withdraws” satisfied from inside Shakespeare’s canon as the penis withdraws satisfied from a vagina. The modern writer with his phallocentric pen has inserted himself into the prone, feminised passivity of a Shakespeare who cannot answer back. Shakespeare’s canon is here configured as an accommodating women – the canon is one huge, generous, nourishing female, one to be fed upon, consumed and simultaneously revered and reviled. The passage ultimately seems to be not a modest apology for daring to interfere with Shakespeare but a phallocentric celebration of the audacity of the metaphorically priapic, daring abridger. 

The readings anticipated and apparently executed by Ferguson obviously lack the sensuality and occasional gore together with the ambiguities and myriad subjectivities of public Shakespeare - but they have been performative to an extent. Such performances belong perhaps in the tradition of Renaissance closet drama, or, more appropriately, in the sort of amateur tradition that Michael Dobson defends from what he sees as a tendency to denigrate such performance traditions as “either inadequately avant-garde, or inadequately populist, or both (21).” It would be incorrect to call Ferguson a primarily theatrical artist, but there is something of the amateur, bourgeois actor-manager in the way he both amends Shakespeare and directs contributors in the performances. Ferguson responds to Shakespeare in a much more immediate, less-bookish manner than Dowden. The briefest reading of any of his critical works reveals that Dowden was certainly not a man of the theatre. As H.O. White states, pointedly but without judgement, in a 1943 address about Dowden, he was “prone to confine his Shakespeare in the ivory tower of artistic isolation, forgetting the calls of the box-office, and the hurly-burly of actor-manager” (8). Another way of putting this would be to say that Dowden studies Shakespeare on the page, not the stage. By contrast Ferguson, not a professional Shakespeare scholar but a dedicated if critical follower, seems to revel in the theatrical possibilities of visceral, sexy, adult Shakespeare even as he deletes it. The two writers’ political reasons for focusing on Shakespeare are only partly political – and here is not the place to examine or critique Dowden’s Unionist politics or the more-complicated politics of the endlessly restive Ferguson. But it is striking that Shakespeare meant such different things to these two writers. Ferguson seeks to enjoy Shakespeare, even if that means compromising and editing to enable avoiding blushes in the “Drawing-room.” Dowden means to fully understand Shakespeare’s mind and his morals. In their very different ways Ferguson and Dowden show us just how tricky it was, and is, to pigeon-hole Shakespeare into any sort or performative or intellectual ghetto. Both writers at once looked up to England’s Bard and grappled with him. They seem to insist that Shakespeare is as much theirs as any Englishman’s. Their commitment to studying Shakespeare is as Irish as it is Anglophile. 












^1	 For help in producing this essay I thank Jan Jedrzejewski and Anoush Simon. I also thank the two anonymous reviewers for Shakespeare: both made very useful comments and suggestions in response to an earlier draft of this essay. The poem by Robert Perceval Graves is included in the introductory material contained in Poems of Sir Samuel Ferguson with an Introduction by Alfred Perceval Graves (xv). Incidentally, Alfred notes proudly that Robert, the author of the poem, is his uncle. For a lengthy study of Ferguson by the younger Graves, see the essay on “Sir Samuel Ferguson” in his book, Irish Literary and Musical Studies (36-50).
^2	  Yeats may have been the first to posthumously construe Ferguson’s canon to be nationalistic (87-104). The essay had first appeared in the Dublin University Review just some months after Ferguson’s death.
^3	  Gerry Smyth offers such a formulation: “Ferguson represents a particular type of Anglo-Irishness – at once fiercely Irish, Protestant, nationalists and loyal – a confused and confusing position which finds resonances throughout subsequent Anglo-Irish practices in … Hyde, Yeats and Synge … Ferguson constructed a position for the Anglo-Irish in which they would be fully integrated in the national community” (36).
^4	  In his emotive, short monograph on Ferguson, Robert O’Driscoll laments what he perceives as being the failure of the national literature that Ferguson supposedly enshrined to “bridge the divisions in Irish society … divisions … as real and as bitter today as they were in Ferguson’s time” (16).
^5	  Note how Frank Ferguson asserts that “Scottish influences played an important part” in Ferguson’s work, that Ferguson betrays a “fondness, if not even a bias for his native province of Ulster” and a sense of “the North’s difference to the rest of Ireland” (F. Ferguson. 213).
^6	  All of my quotations from this text derive from the copy in the Hewitt Collection at the University of Ulster Library, Coleraine. I thank Frank Ferguson for helping me to navigate through the splendid Hewitt Collection.
^7	  Although he deals with Shakespearean Breviates in just two pages, I am indebted to Denman’s book and to his piece on Ferguson in the Oxford Dictionary of National Biography for my understanding of Ferguson’s oeuvre and biographical circumstances.
^8	  In the prefatory material to one such reprint, the publisher unapologetically informs us that “We created your book using a robot who turned and photocopied each page. Our robot is 99 percent accurate”. Ferguson, Shakespearean Breviates (Memphis, Tennessee: General Books, 2010). Needless to say, I do not recommend such reprints for scholars wishing to grapple with Ferguson’s amendment of Shakespeare.
^9	  McKerrow sets out his vision of how his edition might have appeared in Prolegomena for “The Oxford Shakespeare”.
^10	  It seems more like a hatchet job than “careful revision” to delete the last two acts of Othello – but Hows considered such an approach to be necessary. For a discussion of Hows’ abridgement, see Perrin, 101-4.
^11	  For an extended engagement with the possible double-meaning of the phrase “ha-ha” see the novel by Jennifer Dawson, The Ha-Ha.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